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Abstract 

Virtualization is now the most efficient and successful procedure to use server resources. 
Virtualization is a technology that will efficiently allow the instructions or programs based on the 
available hardware. With the help of virtualization, we can achieve benefits like reduced capital and 
operating costs, minimized downtime, increased productivity, and good disaster recovery, etc. This work 
compares the virtual mail server performance on 3 different Hypervisor software. The 3 different type-2 
hypervisor software we chose to compare were Kernel-based Virtual Machine (KVM), Oracle 
VirtualBox, and VMware. A computer system that sends and also receives an email over a network either 
on LAN or the internet is called a Mail Server. Although large ISPs and public email services have their 
dedicated hardware, in most cases, the web servers and mail servers are hosted on a single machine by 
virtualization. When a Mail server is implemented on the hypervisor, it is then considered as a virtual 
mail server. A virtual mail server is good at load balancing and has many more benefits. This paper 
presents how to implement a virtual mail server and shows the comparative results of the virtual mail 
server on different type-2 hypervisor software. 
 
Keywords: Virtualization, Type-2 hypervisors, Performance, Kernel-based Virtual Machine (KVM), 
Virtual mail server 
 
 
Introduction 

Virtualization is the way to create a virtual iteration of different computer-related objects like 
computer hardware platforms, devices used for storage, and computer networking resources. It can also 
be defined as the distribution of available resources to different applications or platforms with the help of 
a mainframe known as hypervisors [1]. There are mainly 2 types of virtualizations: full virtualization and 
para virtualization. In full virtualization, the actual hardware is simulated to allow the operating systems 
and software to run without any modifications [2]. Whereas in para virtualization, the hardware itself is 
not simulated, but the apps are run in isolated domains. Few programs have to be modified to run in this 
type of virtualization [3].  

A server that takes care of and delivers e-mail over a network either on LAN or Internet is called a 
mail server [4]. A mail server can receive emails from the clients and stores them in the server [5]. The 
mail server can also send the mails to the client computers. A client could be anyone like a personal 
computer at home or office, a smartphone, etc. A mail program uses an SMTP server to send the mail; it 
connects to the server with SMTP to send the mail and uses POP3 to download the mail from the server. 
SMTP and POP3 are the protocols used to connect to the server [6]. 

When a mail server is hosted on a hypervisor rather than a physical machine, it is called a virtual 
mail server. The hosting of more than 1 domain on the same hardware system and IP address with 
overlapping usernames is called virtual mail server hosting. The main advantage of virtual mail servers is 
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that they are scalable, and they have their dedicated core and memory allocation [7]. They bring down the 
installation and maintenance costs [8]. They significantly reduce downtime. They can also be completely 
customized. There are no human users interactively working on the server other than the system 
administrators [9]. A typical user is working on his device and is accessing the server services. Evaluation 
results for different criteria confirm the server virtualization technique's high performance and CPU usage 
and good performance with noticeable agility. Experimental results obtained through our design prototype 
showed that virtualization of servers can significantly reduce resource consumption while improving 
system performance. This research work mainly focused on a comparison of a virtual mail server 
performance on 3 different hypervisor software. The 3 different hypervisor softwares we chose to 
compare were KVM, Oracle VirtualBox, and VMware. 

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 focuses on the literature survey of virtualisation and 
challenges around virtual servers. Section 3 presents the operating systems, type-2 hypervisors, and the 
implementation of a virtual mail server. Results of performance on the various type-2 hypervisor are 
discussed in section 4. Finally, in section 5, the conclusion and future work are presented. 
 

Literature survey 
The quality of the present invention provides an electronic mail flow management method, system, 

and product. In a serial propagation mode, a computing device receives the 1st electronic mail from a 
sender addressed to the 1st and 2nd recipients, and in response, the computing device transmits the 1st 
electronic mail enroot to the 1st recipient, but not the 2nd. In response to the 1st e-mail, a computer device 
receives a 2nd e-mail from the 1st recipient and a computer device transmits the 1st e-mail to the 2nd 
recipient [10]. The present innovation is generally concerned with electronic mail processing and, more 
precisely [11], with electronic mail servers that monitor the dissemination of an email to addresses based 
on a sender-determined criterion as shown in Table 1. 

A server management method and system are disclosed to allow a user to control a server 
scheduling via a remote terminal device. To receive and execute management commands, a management 
program module is installed in the server [12]. The program management module transmits a 
management order to the server's operating and/or control mechanism based on management information 
sent by the user from the remote terminal machine and via a network communication system. According 
to the received management command, the operating and/or control mechanism can control and manage 
the server. The above process and system of server management allows the user to manage and use the 
server remotely, thereby increasing operating efficiency. 

A virtual email server system provides an incoming message server with at least 1 PDA to receive 
an email. The mail agent sends a signal to the preprocess agent to query identity information for the last 
message after a predetermined time interval [13]. Then the mail agent checks the incoming message 
server according to identity information and receives a new message from the incoming message server. 
The mail agent then forwards the new message to the content converter agent to transform the new 
message's content into an internally formatted message. Finally, the content converter agent sends the 
message formatted internally to the preprocess agent, and the preprocess agent stores the message 
formatted internally to the database. 

VMware ESX Server is a hardware resource multiplexer i.e., a virtual machine software [14]. The 
performance of an ESX Server architecture key component: its storage subsystem. We perform a chain of 
benchmarks on various storage systems to conclude the performance of native systems and virtual 
machines. We aim to show that the performance of the virtual machine and the native machine are similar 
and also, they behave in the same manner. A mail server will maintain a password conversion table that 
shows a relation between the registered user, a formal password, and a virtual password which varies 
from the formal password [15]. The user has essentially notified a password. When the client computer 
sends the virtual password to the business intruder, the conversion processor transforms it to the formal 
password from the virtual password, and the formally passworded mail is transmitted by the task 
processor of the SMTP system to the general-purpose mail server. A computer device customer cannot 
enter the general mail server by virtual password [15]. 
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Table 1 The comparative analysis of the existing techniques. 

S.no Name of the technique Challenges in the existing system 
1. File system performance comparison in 

full hardware virtualization with ESXi 
and Xen hypervisors [21] 

Performance comparison is only on a file system. It is limited 
to type-1/full hardware hypervisors only.  

2. Performance Comparison of the type-2 
hypervisor VirtualBox and VMware 
Workstation [18] 

Comparison only between 2 type-2 hypervisors. Performance 
is limited to the applied file system. 

3. Competition of virtualized ext4, xfs and 
btrfs filesystems under the type-2 
hypervisor [22] 

Performance analysis on 3 different file systems. Performance 
analysis is limited to 1 type-2 hypervisor. The focus is on 
read and write throughputs calculated under various workload 
conditions.  

4. Performance analysis of virtualized 
embedded computing systems [23] 

The work provides a concise overview of 3 common 
virtualization methods for embedded systems. The work is 
limited to the analysis of embedded systems. Only QEMU is 
taken under consideration for analysis. 

5. Comparing VMware Fusion, Oracle 
VirtualBox, Parallels Desktop 
implemented as type-2 hypervisors [24] 

The work compared and benchmarked 3 dominant leading 
type-2 hypervisors (Parallels Desktop, Oracle VirtualBox, 
and VMware Fusion) that offer processor virtualization. This 
work has focused on many benchmarks. Network throughput 
is compared but does not concentrate on the mail server. 

 
 
Materials and methods  

For this investigation, the analysis was carried on Ubuntu 18.02 LTS as the host machine and 
Windows 10 pro (Version: 1709) [Build: 16299.98] as our guest machine. Likewise, the 3 virtualization 
hypervisor software used to compare were Oracle VirtualBox, VMware, and KVM. 

 
Ubuntu 
Ubuntu is an open source software that can be downloaded anywhere from Debian. It is available on 

3 platforms: desktops, servers, and cores. All the versions can be used over the computer alone or a 
virtual machine. Ubuntu is very popular for cloud computing because it gives support for OpenStack [16]. 

 
Windows 
In response to the growing attraction towards GUIs, Windows is the graphical operating system 

shell for MS-DOS rebased by Microsoft. Windows now occupy over 90 % of the personal computer 
market overtaking the Mac OS by Apple. 

 
Oracle VirtualBox 
VirtualBox is a free platform for virtualization. It can be installed on existing operating systems like 

Windows, Mac, and Linux. It is quick, but very powerful because it can run on a small integrated device, 
desktops, even data centers, and cloud environments [17]. On a large number of 32-bit and 64-bit 
operating systems, VirtualBox runs. This needs an operating system built to run parallel to existing 
applications on the host. On all platform hosts, VirtualBox is practically similar when using the same 
image formats and filesystem. The virtual machine built on the host computer can be run on another 
platform, even though there are different operating systems globally. 
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VMware Player 
VMware Player is a free VMware, Inc. program for virtualization. It can be used to work with 

existing virtual machines along with those created on its own. Its core is similar to the VMware 
Workstation which is a software with more capabilities but commercially available [4]. The VM player 
lacks a few features like backups, clones, virtual rights management that are available in a workstation. 
Besides the VMware player software, it uses a few drivers to improve pace and provide more 
functionality any other versions of VMware will support the virtual machines developed by another 
version of VMware. In addition, with the aid of the VMware vCenter Converter, we can deploy any 
virtual machines produced from 1 manufacturer and hardware from other manufacturers either by 
converting or directly [18]. 

 
KVM 
KVM is a free platform for virtualization based on the Linux kernel [19]. It is in kernel version 

2.6.20, which was released on February 5, 2007, into the Linux kernel mainline. KVM requires a 
virtualization hardware extension processor like Intel VT or AMD-V. KVM has also been transported in 
the form of loadable kernel modules to other operating systems such as FreeBSD and illumos. In addition, 
KVM offers para-virtualization support to visitors using the VirtIO API for Linux, OpenBSD, FreeBSD, 
NetBSD, Plan 9, and Windows [20]. It includes a paravirtual Ethernet chip, disk I/O controller, balloon 
module, and SPICE or VMware driver VGA graphics adapter. 

 
Virtual mail server 
The work aims to determine the performance of virtual mail servers on the different type-2 

hypervisor. The different type-2 hypervisor software was hosted on the Ubuntu 18.02 LTS operating 
system. The work provides the conclusion that the observations were compared with the various sizes of 
data transmitted on the local area network using virtual mail servers. All experiments were carried out on 
the same hardware and disk partition to preserve reliability and produce accurate results. Windows 10 pro 
was used as a guest operating system in KVM, Oracle VirtualBox, and VMware. To gain the impact of 
the virtualization, the virtual mail server was hosted on the virtual machine as shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1 Block diagram of Virtual Mail server. 
 
 

As virtualization has many benefits, virtual mail server also gives similar benefits to the users. With 
virtual mail server speedy recovery time, better scalability, cost savings, and many more can be achieved. 
A virtual machine (VM) is a software that functions similarly to the actual machine [1]. The VMM 
(Virtual Machine Manager) is a device that can provide organizational oversight over multiple virtual 
machines on which different operating systems can be established. These deployed operating systems will 
get the messages from the application running over them and virtual machines will handle the hardware 
operation by hardware capabilities which are sent by the mounted operating systems. 

There are mainly 2 types of hypervisors: (1) Type-1 hypervisor is directly implemented on the 
hardware, so it reaches better performance. (2) Type-2 hypervisor will be hosted by a guest operating 
system so, it delivers a low level of performance compared to Type (1) hypervisor [3]. Type-1 hypervisor 
is an example of kernel class, it is also called bare-metal hypervisor because it works directly on the 
hardware on which its operating system is mounted. Different type-1 hypervisors software’s are Xen, 
Hyper-V, ESX Server, etc. Among Type-1 hypervisors, KVM is the most influential [7]. Type-2 
hypervisor runs on an operating system, and partially 1 system application. Guest operating systems are 
mounted just above the hypervisor. Different type-2 hypervisor software’s are VMware Workstation, 
Oracle VirtualBox, QEMU KVM, Microsoft’s virtual CPU, etc. [3]. 

 
Methodology and implementation 

A mail server was hosted on type-2 hypervisors. This mail server was set up and configured to run 
efficiently. Mails of different sizes were sent and received over this new mail server. To compare the 
performance, logs of mail servers hosted on different type-2 hypervisors were analyzed with required 
hardware and software are presented in Table 2. Based on the analysis, the mail server with the best 
environment could be detected using Figure 2.     
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Figure 2 Methodology for performance analysis. 
 
 

Mail server software named hMailServer is a free open-source email server. It was hosted over 3 
different type-2 hypervisors. Various mail ids were registered over these mail servers to send/receive 
emails. Using Outlook, emails were sent/received over different mail ids. Mails of 3 different sizes (1, 5, 
and 10 Kb) were sent over the local area network using this mail server. Logs of each mail server were 
compared and analyzed to know the best type-2 hypervisor for a virtual mail server. 
 
 
Results and discussion 

Evaluation 1 
Evaluation 1 includes a transfer of 1 Kb of email data on different type-2 hypervisor software. On 

each type-2 hypervisor software, 5 emails were sent on a local area network and the average of time taken 
to send emails from sender to receiver was calculated. Figure 3 displays the evaluation outcomes for this 
particular case. 
 

Type-2 hypervisor 

Host Mail server 

Mails sent/Recieved 

Log Analysis 

Performance 
analysis of various 
Type-2 hypervisor 
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Figure 3 The average time to send 1 Kb of email data on different virtual mail servers. 
 

 
Table 2 Specifications used for the experimentation. 

Equipment Specifications 

Hard disk Toshiba mq01abd100, 1TB of capacity, 5400rpm speed, 
SATA Interface. 

Hp laptop Intel Core i5-6200 CPU @2.30GHZx4, Windows 10 
operating system/Ubuntu 18.02Lts (Dual Boot), 

Memory:7.7GiB 

Realtek rtl8723be 802.11b/g/n WIFI 
adapter 

Frequency band: 2.4 GHz 

Guest operating system Windows 10 pro 64-bit 

Virtual Environment 

vCPUs each processor has 2 cores with a total of 4 cores 

Hard disk 50 Gb 
 
 

In evaluation 1, KVM performance is approximately 40 % better than VirtualBox and VMware 
performance is approximately 25 % better than VirtualBox. This dominant advantage has been gained by 
KVM. 

 
Evaluation 2 
3 Kb of email data was transferred on different type-2 hypervisor software. The size of email data 

was increased 3 times to check for any abnormalities in performance. The average time taken for sending 
emails was calculated on each hypervisor for comparison of performance. Figure 4 displays the 
evaluation outcomes for this particular case.  

In evaluation 2, the performance of KVM is about 40 % higher than that of VirtualBox and 
VMware. The time taken to send emails by VMware had a rapid change with a rise of 55 ms with an 
increase in 2 Kb of data. Even in this evaluation, the best performance of KVM remains the same. 
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Figure 4 Average time to send 3 Kb of email data on different virtual mail servers. 
 
 

Evaluation 3 
On different type-2 hypervisor software email data of size about 10 Kb was transferred. On each 

hypervisor, the average time taken to send emails was calculated for comparison. Figure 5 displays the 
evaluation outcomes for this particular case. 

 
 

 
Figure 5 Average time to send 10 Kb of email data on different virtual mail servers. 

 
 
In evaluation 3, KVM performance is approximately 30 % better than VirtualBox and VMware. The 

performance of VirtualBox and VMware were close but VMware performance was good when compared 
to VirtualBox. Even with an increase in data size KVM was performing well for a virtual mail server. 
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Conclusions and future work 

The virtual mail server has greater advantages than the normal mail server. Faster redeploy of mail 
server can be achieved in minutes and backups of mail server can be achieved using virtualization 
whereas physical mail servers cannot be achieved easily. The amount of hardware used decreases with 
virtual mail servers which drastically decreases cost. Testing becomes easier using virtual mail servers as 
previous snapshots can be reverted easily even if there is any huge loss of data in the server during 
testing. Disaster recovery is achieved quickly which boosts the usage of virtual mail servers in a 
company.  

The experiments were performed on the same hardware and software so that the evaluation integrity 
of different type-2 hypervisor does not decrease. Evaluations were performed with different data sizes so 
that the quality of comparing type-2 hypervisor software increases. Based on the evaluation results 
obtained, it can be inferred that the KVM software performs best for small to huge size data, usually 1 B - 
10 Kb.  

The mail server with a huge number of clients can be deployed on a type-1 hypervisor to achieve 
the best results. Different type-1 hypervisor software can be compared to the best software for use as a 
virtual mail server. Paravirtualization can also be used for better results in terms of handling huge number 
of clients. 
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